Get growing

Here at Alternative Markets we are only interested in serving you in ways which will enable your investment funds to grow.

It is our aim to stay at the forefront of the alternative investments market.

We are passionate about what we do and derive considerable satisfaction in being able to transfer our knowledge and expertise to investors.

The old adage “knowledge is money” still holds true.

We are committed to applying that knowledge and producing fruitful results.

As independent brokers we have access to a wide portfolio of high performing investments which we are happy to present to you after extensive research and due diligence.

We provide in-depth analysis, regular reports, hot sector guides, innovative product information, industry advancements, up-to-the-minute news and strategic advice as to how you can exploit and maximise your earning potential.

Let us get you growing!

Allow our team to make a difference
Our Latest Projects

Rare Earth Metals
Due to their many uses in green technology and renewable energy solutions, the demand for rare earth metals is expected to grow exponentially.

Self Storage
New for 2013 is our self storage investment that offers a guaranteed 8% return for the first two years with projected returns increasing to 12% in years 5 and 6.

Irish Rock Minerals
Irish Rock Minerals are a natural resource that decreases dependence on chemical fertilisers and contains all the mineral elements essential to improve the growth of grasslands and crops.

gCER
A gCER (Green CER) is a Certified Emissions Reduction which is generated and approved by the UNFCCC.

Solar
Solar projects are flourishing across the UK. Driven by Government backed Feed in Tariff schemes, and the global drive for clean, renewable energy sources.
Rare Earth Metals

Rare earth metals are a collection of seventeen relatively unknown metals in the periodic table. They are a unique group of chemical elements that exhibit a range of special electronic, magnetic, optical and catalytic properties. Because of their unique properties and abilities, the use of rare earth metals has increased dramatically over the past few years due to the technology boom.

High Demand
Due to their many uses in green technology and renewable energy solutions, the demand for rare earth metals is expected to grow at a rapid rate as the world moves from fossil fuel to more environmentally friendly alternatives.

Price
It is almost certain that the prices of rare earth metals will see significant rises over the next 2-5 years. This creates a huge investment opportunity for people willing to diversify their current investments and invest their money in the rising prices of these metals.

Storage
We advise our clients to hold their metals at our bonded facility. Metals held in storage are fully insured to current market values. Clients do not have to hold their metals at our bonded facility, and if preferred, direct ownership of metals can be arranged.

In 2011 China decided to cut exports of Rare Earth Metals which caused a 10 fold price increase for some Rare Earth Metals.

Our analysts are experts in their field and have spent years dealing with commodities and watching the astronomical rise of rare earth metals. We have reviewed the uses and potential futures of all of the rare earth metals and collated a list of the metals we believe will see the greatest price increases over the next 2 – 5 years.

“Our expert analysts are here to guide you to maximise your investment potential”
A gCER (Green CER) is a Certified Emissions Reduction which is generated and approved by the UNFCCC.

**gCER**

CER’s are capable of being traded and retired by organisations to meet their emission allowances. Only gCERs will be eligible for use in the EU, Australian and other international trading schemes from 2013 onwards, creating an attractive investment.

**Why Purchase a gCER?**

The EU is planning to ban all CERs issued from HFC 23 emission reduction projects (industrial gas) from March 2013. This will mean that in excess of 90% of existing CERs in Europe will be banned and withdrawn from the compliance offset sector.

Demand is set to increase - Australia will allow its emitters to use International credits including EU permits and United Nation CERs. Europe and Australia will start a partial link of their carbon markets by July 2015.

**gCERs demand is set to jump when 90% of existing CERs are phased out**
Self Storage

New for 2013 is our self storage investment that offers a guaranteed 8% return for the first two years with projected returns increasing to 12% in years 5 and 6.

The UK’s Self Storage Companies have seen the Highest Growth and Highest Yielding Returns within the commercial property sector over the last decade.

You will receive guaranteed returns from a 6 year lease already in place upon completion, making this a high yielding, hassle-free investment which has been specifically designed to meet the needs of today’s astute investor.

Welcome to a new self storage concept, with guaranteed income and what is fast becoming an investment revolution – The Storepod.

A Storepod is an individual, high security storage unit set in a Store First self storage Centre. This is the easiest way to allow both individuals and businesses to manage belongings, equipment, furniture, stock and any other storable items in a secure and safe storage facility with 24-hour access 7-days a week. Storepods come in a variety of sizes and have all the facilities and support provided by Store First’s management team at very competitive rental rates.

Store First Ltd is producing new self storage facilities across the United Kingdom. We use the same successful blueprint as many other large PLC self storage companies around the country but with an improved business model and an aggressive profit driven marketing strategy.

Low entry level investment from only £3,750 with our typical investment amount now exceeding £60,000 per client. Maximum investment level £1,000,000.

You will receive a 6 year lease in place upon completion. The lease produces an excellent return of 8% (guaranteed for the first 2 years) rising to over 12% in years 5 and 6. The lease contains upward-only rental reviews and break clauses for both parties every 2 years.

Predicted Return on Investment of 107% by year 6
Alternative Markets offer established fully managed Solar Initiatives with predictable 7 - 9%* p.a returns paid quarterly direct from a major UK energy supplier.

Index linked for up to 25 years, a projected total return of over 200%. Alternative Markets offer a flexible way to make a large or small, low risk investment in renewable energy, as a one-off product or as part of a balanced portfolio.

- Original investment sum returned plus a potential 100% capital uplift.
- Guaranteed quarterly payments direct from Good Energy / E.on.
- Government backed guaranteed Feed in Tariff’s (FiT).
- Invest with confidence - Clear, predictable schedule of returns.
- Good Energy, the UK’s only 100% green energy supplier.
- 100% of Feed in Tariff income paid.
- No restriction on investment size.
- SIPP/SASS or cash investment.

Solar projects are flourishing across the UK. Driven by Government backed Feed in Tariff schemes, and the global drive for clean, renewable energy sources.
Irish Rock Minerals

Irish Rock Minerals are a natural resource that decreases dependence on chemical fertilisers and contains all the mineral elements essential to improve the growth of grasslands and crops.

Irish Rock Minerals add a rich mix of macro and micro nutrients to the soil, with clearly visible effects on the crops. Irish Rock Minerals increase the sugar levels in silage grass, promotes clover and early growth while extending grazing time. It also reduces dependence on chemical fertilisers and livestock thrive on pastures treated with Irish Rock Minerals.

Irish Rock Minerals have been used extensively in all aspects of farming including grasslands, crops, orchards and more recently to improve the quality of grazing grass.

It also helps control a condition called epiphysis in livestock. All animals grazing in pastures treated with Irish Rock Minerals have shown a marked improvement in health and well being.

Over the next 20 years, the most investable trend is going to be in the resources sector primarily in renewable and non-renewable resources such as minerals due to a wealthier and growing world population.

Increasing demand on finite supplies have already strained production capabilities and will continue to do so.

We are able to offer investors a ‘hands-off’ investment opportunity that is projected to offer returns of around 60% – 70% within 12 months.

As we purchase Irish Rock Minerals in extremely large volume the investment purchase price is a long way short of the current market value.

Crops grown with the aid of Irish Rock Minerals offer clear benefits
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